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ABSTRACT

This paper is concerned with pricing behaviour in, and the most
efficient form of organization for, interconnected transportation
markets. Such markets are a prominent example of a class of
mdnopolistic markets - denoted complementary monopoly - in which
several services or products are subject to a demand for their
joint use and, in addition, an independent demand for their
separate individual use. A basic question addressed in the paper
is whether single or separate ownership of production is the most
efficient form of industrial organization for such markets. It is
demonstrated that the 'dead-weight' welfare loss due to monopoly
is typically lower when tbe supply of all linked transport services
is controlled by a single monopolist. In short, the merger of
several individual complementary transport companies is socially
desirable. In addition, where the firms are subject to overall
break-even price regulation, such regulation will be more efficient
if the services are supplied by a single firm as opposed to several
individual firms. Finally, the feasibility of third degree price
discrimination between the joint and independent markets, under
single and separate ownership is examined. It transpires that
with complementary products, individual market price eldsticities
below unity do not preclude solvent supply for individual markets
due to the presence of the joint market.

Earlier versions of this paper were presented to the Winter Meetings
of the Econometric Society, New York City December 29, 1973, and
the Industrial Organization Workshop at the University of Pennsylvania.

The author wishes to thank William Vickrey for valuable detailed
suggestions and also Oliver Williamson, Al Phillips and David McNicol
for their useful comments on an earlier draft, though naturally
none is responsible for any shortcomings that remain.

INTRODUCTION

A basic characteristic of most transport facilities

is theiL 'lumpy I OL indivisible natuL'e.. As a consequence the

supply of many transport services (being non-sto:r:able) is subject
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to irregular decreasing unit cost conditions" Thus, specific
1transport markets can involve substantial monopoly elements.

A second characteristic of most transport facilities is the

fact that they are normally interconnected and for'm a transport

network that can serve a large nUIllber of different point to

poin t demands for transport services. Thus, separate transport

facilities are often linked and thereby supply complementary

services to serve a joint demand. Al though these two basic

characteristics of transport facilities have received

considerable attention as separate topics, an examination of

their interaction is lacking. Accordingly, it is the purpose

of this paper to examine I by way of a rUdimentary theoretical

model, the organization of production and associated pricing

behaviour of interconnected transport services.

While the present analysis was motivated by the

case of interconnected transport facilities and the model that

follows is couched in these terms, the analysis is either directly

applicable, 01: can be extended to, other similar market.situations

in which products that are complements in consumption (OI for

that matter, production) are each produced by a firm with a

significant degree of monopoly power,,2,3 This class of market

1. Of course, the extent to, and manner with which monopolistic
operation proceeds depends, inter alia, on the form,! f any,
of public intervention, which may vary from, for example,
public ownership of the right of way to price regulation.

2. For example, light fixtures and light bulbs, automobiles and
tyres, chemicals and primaIy metals.

3" A question that immediately arises conceIns the viability of
complementary monopoly. If their products are complementary
would not the monopolists always have an overwhelming incentive
(anti trust constraints aside) to merge? This question is
examined specifically below. However, it is important to
recognize at the outset that often the products of the
monopolists have a dual character. In addition to a maIket
for the joint product, formed by COmbining each monopolist's
product, there also typically exists separate and independent
maIkets for the product of each monopolist. Under these
circums tances, the inevitabi li ty of a merger between the
rnonopolists is less clear.
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situations, of which interconnected transport facilities is a

prominent example, may be conveniently denoted as complementary
1

monopoly.

The analysis below is composed of three sections.

We begin by specifying a concrete example of the gener'al class

of problems under study. For convenience the rudimentary example

of two interconnected transportation services is employed. Next,

the case of a joint maI'ket only is examined, that is, a situation

in which the only relevant transport mar'ket is for through traffic.

served by utilizing the services of each monopolist" The focus

in this section is on the incentive for, and social desirability

of, merger between the monopolists" In the following section,

the market context is enlarged to accommodate the presence of

independent transport markets for each monopolist's service.

The main issue examined here is the nature of the third-degree

price discrimination that emerges under separate, as compared

with merged, monopoly. A summary and appraisal of the findings

is provided in the concluding section"

A MODEL OF TWO INTERCONNECTED TRANSPORT SERVICES

Consider the situation which is illustrated in

Figure 1: A, Band C represent three major centres which are

nodes of a linear passenger transport network consisting of two

links AB and BC which join nodes A and C via an intermediate

node Bo. Total demand for travel on the links AB and BC is

composed of three components. Two components arise from the

desire for tr'avel on each link alone, that is, between A and B

or B and C. Each of these travel demands is independen t (at

least in the short-run) of the price of travel on both links,

1. A general analysis allowing for non-zero cross price
elasticities between the (complementary) products is given
in Gannon (1975).
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that is, between A and C. Tfiis travel demand clearly depends

upon the price of travel on each link. Furtnermore, suppose

that there are alternate means for travel Between any of the

three centers and that the characteristics of these alternate,

substitute means (typically other modes} are embedded in the
1

demand parameters fol:' travel on the network.

FIGURE 1

RUDIMENTARY NETWORK WITH TWQ
INTERCONNECTED TRANSPORT SERVICES

Thus, typically, three separate markets are served when two trans

port facilities are interconnected: a market for transport services

provided by the first facility, a market for transport services

provided by the second facility and a market for transpor't services

provided by the joint use of both facilities. Clearly, since

riders in this last market consume the services of each facility

in fixed proportion (one to one), we have a situation of

joint consumption. Moreover, it is typical, especially when

such circumstances prevail in a commuting context, for the group

of riders who use both facilities to be separated, in an economic

1. For example, suppose that tTavel between A and B is hy a
commuter rail.road and travel between Band C is by subway ..
Alternatively I bus or automobile is also available fCl:
either tr'ip.
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1. In general, the combined (or through) fare associ ate"! with
the use of transfers cannot exceed the sum ()f thE' fares for
the use of each facility separately - unlE'ss, of "ours, there
is some advantage from prior purchase, lS T'liqrt: arise if
queuing existed for the second facility '3.nd the tying
arrangement conferred preferential service on riders of
the first facility, or substantial transaction ~osts were
associat.en. with each ticket 'Ourchase.. We iqnore these
possibilities.

2. In this case the tying arrangement typically provides t~e
tied service at a price lower than the 'm tied ori~e, contrary
to the usual fonn of tying contract" r":r a general discussion
and analysis of tying arrangements, see Bowmi'lT" :19fiO) ..

3. The concept of third-.-J.egree price discrimination bas its
origin in the work of Dupuit and Pigou. It simply refers to
the common practice of setting a different price for the
same product or service in two (economically se~ara~le) markets
with dissimilar price elasticities. Unlike first ne~ree(or nerfectl
and second degree price discrimination, t't.e pri('e in each
market is constant and does not nepenn on the quantity
pur'chased.. For a classical analysis of price rliscr'imination
see Robinson {1969l, Ch. 15. For a discussion of its
application in the pricing of public utilities see Bonbright
(1961), Ch. 19, and (more specifically to transport services)

Turvey (1975).

sense, from the other two groups of riders who use only one

facility. An effective device for separating these markets is

the use of "tr'ansfers"" Since transfers are invariably condit

ional upon the prior use of one transport facility, the purchase
1of a cheaper ride on the connecting facility is 'tied' to the

purchase of a ride on the first facility.2 Moreover, since the

group of commuters who use both facilities are treated differently

(in terms of fare charged) from the group of commuters who use

only one of the facilities, third-degree price discrimination
3

is practised by the transportation company or companies who

offer' transfers" Under these conditions, complementary monopoly

fosteJ:'s an application of tying arrangements and thiril-degree

price discrimination. Although this form of market structure

is quite overt, it is apparently neither widely nor explicitly

recognized. A secondary purpose of this paper is to demonstrate

and elaborate upon this rather important market condition.
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Now suppose that the aver'age daily (or peak-hour)

demand for travel between A and B, Band C and A and C is

ql (PI}' q2 (P2 1 and q (PI (person'-round-trips per day) respectively,

where PI' P2 and P are the corresponding fares (dollars per'

person-round-trip) • I Moreover, if QI and Q2 denote the total

demand for travel on links AB and BC respectively, then

Q. (p. , P) = q. (p. ) + q (p) (i=l,2) (1)
~ ~ ~ 1

and 2
P

""
I P. (2)1

i=l

Finally, the variable (operating and maintenance)

production costs for transportation services on links AB and BC

are given by C. (Q.) C. (g. + q), for i=1,2"
1 1 1 1

,TOINT MARKET ONLY: PURE COMPLEMENTARY MONOPOLY

Suppose that a separate, independent and exclusive

market for each monopolistrs transport service does not exist;

demand for travel exists only between A and C.. In short,

q. (p.) = 0, for' i=l, 2.
~ ~

Assume initially that the transport services on

links AB and BC are supplied by two monopolists denoted firm

1 and 2, respectively" Then the corresponding profi t functions

for these firms are given by:

1. A minor complication that arises when dealing with transport
services is the need to differentiate demand by direction
of travel. For the sake of convenience (as well as to
preserve the generality of the analysis for other product
markets) it is assumed that travel on the network consists
only of round trips originating at either A or B. In keeping
with the commuter travel example suggested above, nodes C, B
and A would correspond to the central business district,
an inner transit terminal and a suburban rail station,
:respectively.
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(7)

(6)

( 3)

(5)

(4)

(i=1,2)

(i, k=l, 2 and i~k>

From equation (5)

for each firm, denoted pt

(i=1.,2)

ac.
1.

aq>

c. (q)
1.

+

dP
dp.

1.

;= P
V. E(P)

1.

=' g (F) + (Pi -

V·1.

IT· (p.)
1. 1.

2
P = I p.

1.

i=l

p ~
1.

PRICING AND ORGANIZATION OF INTERCONNECTED TR&~SPORT SERVICES

repr:esents the total marginal change in the joint market price

P, which firm i associates with any marginal unit adjustment

in its own price p., and a:(\ is the underlying price conjectural
1. ap.

1.

variation that fir:m i attributes to firm k.
1

the optimal 2 (profit-maximizing)

(i=1,2), is given by

L The second-order condition is
22 2

a IT i/ClPi ;= {2 + (Pi - aci/aqi) avi/api} dq/dp - Vi"

{ (dg/dP) 2 (l2ci/ og2 -+- d 2q/dP
2

• (Pi - aCi/3qi)} < o.
2" Dynamic adj ustment considerations associated wi th the achievement

of this equilibrium ar:e beyond the scope of this present paper"
However, note that the equilibri um is s tati ca11y stable provided
E:V i >1, (i=l, 2) •

where dP) is the price elasticity of the joint market demand

where

consequently

where p. (i = 1,2) are the prices charged by fi:t:ms 1 anti. 2,
1.

respectively and
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and c
i

(q), {i=:.1,2} is the marginal production cost of firm i ..

Equations (7) represent a pair of siwultaneous

* *(in general, non-linear) equations in PI and P2" If we let

P~ and P~ denote their simultaneous solution (ass~~inq it exists

and is unique) then these prices represent the equilibrium

fare levels of the monopolists. In order to simplify the analysis,

we assume that the marginal production cost of ea~h firm is

constant. It then follows that

(~ - w
2

) Cl + wl c
2pe (8)

1 (E - ,"')
w

2
c

l + CE - w
l

) c
2pe =:.

(E w)
(9 )

2 -

where
-1

and ::: Iw. - v. w w .•
~ ~ i=l ~

,e
Hence the equilibrium level of the joint market price P , say,

is given (implicitly) by

2
pe = I

e c (10 )
PI 1 - wl~

i=l

where 2
c = I c i •

i=l

Thus, the (equilibrium) maximum profit level of each monooolist,

denoted rr~, (i=l,2) is given by

e
'll"i

e e
(p. - c.) q

~ ~

(i=1,2) Cll}

e ewhere q = q{P ). Iloreover, the aggregate maximum profits earned

by the monopolists, denoted rre are given by

(l2)e e
(P - cIqe

IT

2

I IT~
i=l

We may now investigate the extent to which the total profits

under separate ownership and independent operation of each

facility fall short of total nrofits achievable by coordinated
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(13)IT (PM)

operation or merged common ownership of the facilities. Consider

the total (joint) profit function, ITM, which is given by

2
I If. = (PM - c)q

],

i=l
*The optimal merged monopoly price, Pf\I' is given by

* c
PM *

(l4J

1 - 1/E:(P~1)

*thus the maximum joint profit level, IfM' is given by

= * *(P - c) q~KM "1

(IS)

*It is now quite easy to appraise the relative magnitude of 'TfM
and Ife. The approach hinges on comparing the pure monopoly

price (P~) and the combined pr'ice (pe) under (pure) complementary

monopoly. Suppose we rewrite equations (10) and (l4) as

(lOa)

and
(14a)

Since pe and P: are defined only implicitly by these equations,

their relative magnitudes are most conveniently identified

graphically. The graphs of c/P, 1 - l/E:(P) and 1 - w/r::(P} are
illustrated in Figure 2.. Assuming, quite plausibly, that price
elasticity does not dec'rease with price1 , that is, st (P» 0,

the functions of the fOl:m 1 - K/£: (P), for any non-negative
2number K, are non-decreasing functions of P. It follows that

1. Fm:' an arbi trary demand function q=q (P) that is twice
continuously differentiable, £ I (p) = E, (£:+1) Ip-pq"/q so
e: I (p) >0 if q (p) is concave or -pq" Iq' >s+1. However, for
every bounded demand function, price elasticity uniformly
approaches zero as price approaches zero (i.e.e(p)-+'l as
p-+B, whereB is the finite upper bound for p).

2. The broken horizontal lines in Figure 2 indicate the graphs
of I-lIE and l-Cw1+w2)!£ for the (hypothetical) case of
constant elasticiey of demand.
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(16)

(17)1

or substituting for w in terms of the underlying J?rice conject
ural variations of the firms

FIGURE 2

-1
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OI.j..----------Io-~c;..---~r7''-~p~e:-----=p~rj:'''c-e-,''':p:-
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2

Hence, the optimal single monopoly price will exceed (fall short

of) the jointly deter'mined bi-monopoly price '''henever the

corilposition (product) of the firms' price conjectural variations

is below (above) unity. In other words, if each firm anticipates

that the other will always react by "less than matching" any

price adjustment (that is a~i < 1), Ci~k, k=1,2), then a single

monopoly will set a lower apk price thana joint (or bi-)

monopoly. Clearly, since the monopolists are operating in a

region where demand is relative elastic C£~ 1), ana. marginal

production costs are constant, it follows immediately that a

decrease in ('total) price increases (total) profit. Thlls,

st'rictly greater profits can indeed be obtained if the pricing
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of the two firms' services is co-ordinated - either by collusion

or by common management and ownership of the facilities. On

reflection, this finding is not at all surprising. Under

separate ownership, each firm estimates a curtailed demand

schedule based upon a price level that reflects the other firm's

price (which is above that firm's marginal cost) representing

a lower bound on the total market price. This fosters an under

estimation of the (joint) optimum level. This aspect of the

price setting behaviour of each firm is indicated in Figure 3,

which is based upon the assumption of zero price conjectural

variations.. Thus, firm 1 estimates the curtailed joint market

demand as DB, given firm 2 has set a price of P2. Hence, for

a constant marginal cost level of Cl' firm 1 sets marginal cost
*equal to its estimated marginal revenue at G with a price PI

for its own services, to yield a total joint market price of
*OR or P2 + PI. A similar argument applies for fir'm 2. Since

each firm sets a price above its own marginal cost level, each

firm, in effect, acts ~ if the total joint service marginal

cost is higher' than it actually is. For example, in Figure 3,

firm 1 acts as if the total marginal cost is at a level of OU

and not OC, thereby yielding a market price for the joint

service of OR. A single monopolist would set total marginal

cos t to ma:rginal revenue at H with a total price level of OM
*(or PM) which would in general be lower than OR. HOwever, in

addition, each firm computes its own marginal revenue schedule

on the basis that the other firm adjusts its price. In equating

its own marginal cost to a conditional marginal revenue schedUle,

each firm may ove:r' or under estimate the optimum output level.

The smaller the expected price response the higher the expected

marginal revenue schedule and hence the g:r;'eater the tendency

to set a higher price and underestimate the (joint) optimum

output level. In shor't, each firm's profit-maximising calculus

and pricing decisions are based on its ~ marginal costs,

wi thout regard to the other firm's marginal costs, but instead

with attention to the other firm's price level and a conjectural

price reaction. However, since the joint profits of the two

firms depend upon their c:o'mbined price relative to their combin"ed
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FIGURE 3

PRICING BEHAVIOUR UNDER JOINT MARKET DEMAND
(PURE CCNPLEMENTARY MONOPOlY)
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FIGURE 4
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qe q* q*
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Furthermore, observe that if the pure monopoly

price P~ is strictly less (greater) than the combined price pe

correspondi ng to separate operation, there is s tri ctly more (less)

"dead-weight" welfare loss associated with separate ownership

and operation of the facilities than there is with joint or

single ownership.. In short, a gain (or loss) in welfare would

result from a merger between two complementary monopolists ..

marginal costs, a profit-gain incentive for a merger will typically

exist between two separate complementary monopolists ..

These basic findings are illustrated in Figure 4
* efor the case where PM < P. The areas h"ET and XYT represent

the "dead-weight" welfare losses associated with separate and

single (or joint) ownership, respectively. The output level
*qs represents the Pareto optimum output. The shaded area WNEYX

represents the reduction in welfare loss, or welfare gain, that

can be effected by a merger of the two separate monopolists.

The gain in joint profits obtained by such a merger is given by

area MSEN ..

pe,;, pe+pe S
1 2

Welfare Gain
from Merger lI.G

p*
M M

c .. c +c
1 2 C
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(18)lI.G ; 0; (w - 1) (3w +l) {B - cl 2/8 (1 + w) 2

The welfare gain from merger', lI.G, is given by

or

It follows that lI.rr == (2(w - 1}/(3w +l}}Li.G, hence (for w>l) the

stronger the incentive for merger the greater the potential

gain in welfare that can be achieved. Thus, in complementary

monopoly the pr'ivate objective Of the monopolists to secure

higher profits through merger and the social objective of

reducing welfare losses are in harmony.

I± must be emphasized immediately that the policy

imp lications of this result need to be carefully drawn. In

brief, although separate ownership in complementary monopoly

is less socially desirable than single ownership {that is, pure

Thus, the profit gain from merger, fHr =Ir: _Ire, is ~o; «(3 - c) 2

(l-w)/(I+w»)2 and hence the incentive for merger will be the

,Sll:eater: (i) the lower the marginal production costs of providing

each service, (ii) the larger the (joint) market (as indicated

by the parametel: 0;), (iii) the lower the price elasticity of

demand (;P/f3-P) as indicated by the parameter S, and (iv) the

lower tpe price conjectural variation {as indicated by the

parameters wI and w2} •

If the demand q(P} is approximated, at least over

the relevant range, by a linear function q ;: 0; (f3 - P), then

es timates of these welfare and profit gains can be made quite

readily. For linear demand:





JOINT AND SEPARATE MARKETS: MIXED COMPLEMENTARY MONOPOLY

1. Typically, two values of each price satisfy equations (19),
(20) and (21). In each case only the lower value is relevant
for regulation purposes.

(19 )

(20)

- 240 -

In this section it is assumed that each transport

ation facility is separately owned (and/or operated) and that

there is, in addition to the demand for joint use of the

facilities (that is, travel demand fr:'OID A to C), an exclusive,

demand for the services of each facility (that is, travel demand

from A to B and from B to C, independent of travel demand from

A to C). Under these conditions, each fir'm has two independent

(f
l

+ f 2 )
po = (cl + c

2
) + (21)

M q (p~)

But observe that if p~e and p~e are the regulated rate levels

that simultaneously satisfy equations (19) and (20), then their
. 11 1 . f . (21) h . oe oe 0 1sum W1 a so sat1s y equat10n . T at 1S PI + P2 = PM·

Hence r'egulation of Eure complementary monopoly yields the

~ pr~ce/output level whether there is single or separate

ownership. In this case the social desirability or undesirability

of merger must be determined on other grounds and, ceteris paribus,

regulation not surprisingly need not be concerned with the pattern

of ownership or control.

Colin A~ Gannon

0
cl +

£1
PI = 0

P2)q(Pl +

and f 20 = +P2 c 2
q(Pl +

0
P2)

Where P~ and P~ are the regulated price levels and f l and f 2

are the (equivalent daily) fixed costs of firms 1 and 2,

respectively. On the other hand, if the facilities are operated

by a single regulated firm, the total price that will then be

set po 1's, M
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On the otheI hand, if ~ -< 2, then the joint maIket will not be

pI'iced separately and each firm will charge a single price fOI

its service to all customers. In this case, firm i I s pIofi t

function is

(25 )

(24)

(26)

(i=1,2)

(i=I,2)

(i==I,2)

E.) == C.
l ~

~ > 2 but ~1 > I

*P. Cl-
~

E. == m.~. + e. (l-m.)s
l l ~ l ~

- 242 -

In general, El' £2 and ~ will be functions of 1:'1' :r
2

and PI
and P2' :respectively. Throughout t..his section, unless other
wise stated, it is assumed that all market demands are of
constant elasticity. (However see next footnote)

If s>2 and ~.<l, (i==I,2), then theoretically both firms will
set an aIbit~arily high price and sell an infinitesimal
quantity. This unrealistic outcome stems from the untenable
assumption that price elasticity remains below unity even at
ext:rerite levels of price. Consequently, si tuations in which
maIket demand is relatively inelastic ovel: veI'y wide ranges
of price are dismissed.

where the equilibrium values p~ (i=1,2) are given by equations
1 ~

(B) and (9) above. Note that for marginal revenue to be

posi tive and monotonically decreasing in each sub-market (and

hence to ensw:e that each firm will actually be in equilibrium

in serving both its sub-markets) is is necessary (but not

sufficient) that2

IT; (p;) (p. - c.) (g. (p.) + g(P{p. }») (i==1,2)
... .L ~ ~ l~ ~

*and its optimal price, Pi' is now given by

where Ei , (i==l, 2), aIe the price elastici ties of the aggIegate

market for the services of firm i. In this case, a minor

extension of the well known formula for the total elasticity

arising from two different elasticity ma:r;kets yields:

2.

1.



(2'7 )

(i,k=1,2~i;ik)

(E ..;. 1) c
i

+ c
k

(E - 2)=

(E - Ei - l)ci - (E i - l)Ck
(E. - 1) (E - 2) (i,k=1,2iifk)

1.

=

Now assuming each firm serves both its submarkets,

the (equili.brium) price differential, s~ say, between firm i' s

two submarkets is

But price discrimination by each firm is only possible if these

differentials are positive and

S7 ) 0 <=> E ~ 1 + E. + (E. - l)ck/c. > 2 (i,k=1,2~ifk)
1. 1. 1. 1.

where m.=q./(q. + q) are the (quantity) shares that each firm's
1. 1. 1.

exclusive market is of its total market and 6i = P i/P is the

share of joint market price (F) received hy firm L Observe

that a submarket may be served, even though (in the relevant

range) its individual price elasticity is below unity, provided

that the price elasticity of the fir'm's other subrnarket is

sufficiently above unity. Thus, notably if 2>E:>1>E., it is
1.

possible that a complementary monopolist would not (separately)

serve the relatively elastic joint market, but lump his relative

inelastic, exclusive market with the joint market and serve the

aggregate.

PRICING AND ORGANIZATION OF INTERCONNECTED TRANSPORT SERVICES
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or

(28)

That is, the price elasticity of the firms' joint market must

be "sufficiently high" relative to the price elasticity of each

firm's exclusive market. Moreover, the minimum level of pr'ice

elasticity in this joint market that will enable each firm to

implement price discrimination is inversely proportional to the

firm's marginal costs but directly proportional to the other firm's

marginal costs. A consequence of this influence of relative

marginal costs is that the greater the divergence between the

firms' marginal costs (and hence between ck/ci ), the lower the
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likelihood fo:r feasibility of price discrimination by the firm

with the lower marginal costs"l

The existence conditions for s~, (i-I, 2), are

illustrated in Figure 5. For example, if c 2/c l - 2,,0 and £:1
e e *- 1.5, then only if E: > 3.5 will SI > 0 and hence PI < r l .

However, for the same ratio of c 2/cl - 2.0 and £:2 - 1.5,

s~ > ° provided E: > 3. Thus, if the price elasticity of the

joint market, £:,is 2.75 then s~ ;" 0 but s~ > O. The combinations

of £1 (or £2) and £: that allow only one of the firms to pra.ctice

price discrimination are indicated for c 2/c l (or c l /c2 ) - 2.0,

by the dotted area in Figure 5.

There is no reason, a priori, why the joint market

(that is, travel demand of the group of consumers who use both

services) should be more (or less) price elastic than the demand

by consumers who use only one of the services. 2 Hence, quite

logically, the question of the existence of third degree price

discrimination in this context, and whether it will be unilat

eral (that is, utilized by only one of the firms) or bilateral

1 Note that ;f se , 0 '~(" k 1 2 ·~k)• ~ c i - ck ' 1 ~ +~ £: - ~£:i 1, - , ~1r •

2. However, it may be possible to make accurate judgements about
these relative price elasticities for a specific transportation
system. For example, if the service offered by firm 2 is a
downtown subway and the service offered by firm 1 is a high
speed commuter railroad from suburban areas, then typically
the averageincom.e of riders on the subway is considerably
less than that of riders on the commuter railroad, and because
of the limited substitution possibilities of the subway riders
it is most likely that £:l' £>£:2' Also typically, c~<c2. In
this case there is a higfier probabili~y that the suDway
operator will offer a reduced fare (s 2>0) to the suburban
(higher income lcommuters than the railroad~ However the
relative magnitudes of E: ands, and hence Lhe existence of
price discrimination by ihe commuter railroad requires more
detailed additional information regarding characteristics of
the ridership of the railroad.
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FEASIBLE REGIONS FOR

EXISTENCE OF SUBMARKfT PRICE DISCRiMINATION
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~
III marginaf
l\l Relative costs cl > c2 cl '" c2 Cl < C2() elasticities

I £1
1 se ~ se = 0 se = se = 0 =0£2>.:s:>1 I 2 I 2 s2 ~ $1

?
IJ £1 > J1£ > £2 > 1 se ~ se se > se = 0I < 2 2 1

?
III ~£ > £1 > £2> 1 se > se se se se < se;§ <1 2 1 2 I 2

IV ~£ > £2 '" £1 > 1 se > se se = se se < se
1 2 1 2 1 2

?
V ~£ > £2 > £1> 1 se > se se > se se ~ se

1 2 1 2 I < 2

?
VI £2 > ~£ > £1> 1 se > se = 0 se ~ se

1 2 1 < 2

VII £2 > £1 > ~£ se :: se .. 01 2.-- .=:=-~

TABLE 1

RELATIVE MAGNITUDE OF
DEGREE OF SUBMARKET PRICE DISCRIMINATION
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as~
< 0 and dE~ > 0 (i,k=1,2;i¥k)

dS~
~

~
~

(1 -lid + (l/E) (Ck/Ci)) (i,k=1,2~i¥k)
(29)

Colin A" Gannon

1. Note that an implication of both the unilateral ~n~ bilateral
fo:rffis of price discrimination (but especially t~v~ former) is
their need for appropriate market separation and pricing
arrangements. The problems this presents for' a 'mi later3.l
p:rice discriminating firm may be less troublesome wit~ storable
products since, unlike transport services, they may, if
necessary, be combined by the firm itself.

In terms of t1:le relationships between t.l1e o'Ptimal

price in each sub-market and sub-market pr'i ce elasticities,

these results are analogous to those that obtain for a single
discriminating mononopolist ,. Howev<9r, the influence of marqinal

cost on the ratio of optimal sub-market prices is "lovel in t;1e

context of third degree price discrimination.

it follows that similar results hold for the price differential

as a proportion of the firm's optimal exclusive market price
e *(that is, si/Pi)·

Hence the price differential offered by each firm will be

srreater (i) the higher its own marginal costs, but the lower

the other firm's marginal costs, and (ii) the lower the price

elasticity of its own exclusive market, but the higher the

price elasticity of the joint market. Moreover, since

Consider next the magnitude of the price

differential that a firm would introduce. From equation (27)

1
(that is, by both firms), is an empirical one.



Hence

o

o

Hf >
C'l< c 2

iff <
El> E2

o

se
:1
e

s2
e

S2
e

s2
e

< SI = 0

e
> s2

1)]
1) (i,k=1,2;i~k)

(l/Ei - l/E) " [1 + liE (Ck/Ci -
(l/Ek l/E) 1 + l/E(ci/ck

(E 2 - 1) (E - 2El )cl - (El - 1) (E - 2E
2
)c

2
(El - 1) (E 2 - 1) (E - 2)

J,E > E = E2 > 1 and cl ~ c 21

J,E > El' E2 > 1 and cl c 2
J,E > £2 > El > 1 and cl > c 2
J,E > El > E2

> 1 and cl < c 2

El > J,E > E2 > 1 and cl ~ c 2

£2 > J,E > El > 1 and cl ) c 2

El' E2 > J,E and ( a) cl > c 2
(b) cl = c 2
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s~ {~} s~ iff (E 2 - 1) (J,E - El)c l {~} (El - 1) (J,E - E
2
)c

2
(30)

In order to specify the nature of inequality

the following possibilities:

Now consider the relative magnitude of the price

differentials offered by the firms. Applying equation (29).

Hence the relatively larger price differential,

as a proportion of its exclusive market price, is offered by the

firm wi.t'! the relatively smaller exclusive market price

elasticity, if the firms exper'ience equal marginal costs and/or

the firm with the relatively lower marginal costs, if the firms

experience equal exclusive market price elasticities (and vice

versa). Otherwise, the relative size of the (percent) price

differentials depends strictly on the values involved. Moreover,

the relative size of the price differentials themselves is less
evident. From equations (30) and (31)

(30) consider

Case I

II

III

IV

V

V

VI
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-+ price discrimination
. 1 1
~rre evant ..

(i=1,2)c.
~

Colin A" Gannon

*- 0
~M

*PM (1 - l/E) c

VII

1. Cases VI and VII pertain to the (price discrimination and
supply) existence cond;i.tions (25) and (28) established above"

2. Note that the price differentials will be equal only under
three special conditions: (i) Cl = c2 and ~8 > 82 = £ l' or
(ii) c 2 ' ~£ > 82 ,8 > 1 and (~£ - 8,)cl /{E 1 - 1) = (~E =8 2 )
c 2/(£2: l),_or (i~i) Cl < C2'_~£ ~ El > ~2 > 1 and (~8 - El)
cI/{sl 1) - (~e: E2)02/(E 2 1).

* 2 1 - 1/8. *
PM = l(l - 1/E

1
) PMi

i=l

* 2 * * 2 *provided PM < . I PM;; otherwise PM = I PMi·" Hence the price
~=l ... i=l ..
*diffeI:ential sM under single monopoly is

and hence

These seven specific cases, together with the

remaining possibilities, are summarised in Table 1 above.

Observe that in general the relatively higher (equilibrium)

price differential is associated with the firm that experiences

relatively higher marginal production costs but relatively

lower price elasticity of demand for its own exclusive market. 2

Finally, it is possible to contrast the above form

of price discrimination t>1i t..h. the "perfect" third-degree price

discrimination that can be employed by a single monopolist.
* * *The optimal prices in each market, PMI' PM2 and PM' for a

single monopolis tare





Colin A. Gannon

Assuming a single monopolist does discr'irninate,
* -

how does his price differential sM' compare with the combined

price differential s~ + s~ = se, for two monopolists? It was

established ear'lier that a single monopolist will charge a

low~ price in the joint market than two separate monopolists

whenever less than price-matching reactions are expected. In

this case, since the single monopolist will set the same optimal

price in each exclusive market as the single monopolists, it

follows that the single monopolist will offer a lar'ger price

differential than will the two separate monopolists"l

Naturally, with a single monopoly operation, total profits are

again higher and welfare losses again lower than under the

separate monopoly arrangement. Furthermore, since a positive

price differential reduces the gap between price and marginal

cost in the joint market, the adoption of price discrimination

as is generally the case reduces the dead-weight welfare loss

induceC!- by either the separate or the single monopoly form of

market organization.

An interesting consequence of introducing separate

markets and price discrimination into the comparison of single

versus separate monopoly operation relates to the question of

public policy. On the one hand, the standard prescription for

(Pareto) efficiency requires that the price to each consumer

should reflect the marginal (social) cost of providing service

to that cons urner. Thus, in terms of the present example, the

practice of charging different groups of commuters different

fares for exactly the~ service is inefficient.. On the

other hand, where average total costs are falling, marginal

cost pricing will not yield sufficient total revenues to cover

1. The magnitude of the gap between the price differ'entials,
namely s~ - se, may be shc-dn, from equati.ons (27) and (31),
to be Cj'tE - l} Le - 2}. Clearly, this gap increases with
cl and c 2 and decreases with E(since s>l).
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total costs. Under these circumstances either a government

subsidy can be provided
l

or public regulation can keep prices

at aveIage total cost.. It was demonstrated above that if the

firms serve only their joint market then the same optimal

combined price level can be achieved by public Iegulation whether

there is single or sepaxoate ownership. Clearly T this is not

the case if separate markets are present and price discrimination

is possible" Since the separate monopolist can charge a lower

(combined) price and eaIn gJ::eater profits in the joint market

than the separate monopolists, there must exist some vector of

prices that yields zero excess profits to the single monopolist

and is strictly less t.l).an any corresponding vectOJ:: of prices

that yields zel:O excess profits to (at least one) separate

monopolis ts. Thus, single ownership is more desirable than

separate ownership for public regUlation purposes T when there

exists exclusive markets in addition to the joint market and

price discrimination between the joint and exclusive markets
is viable.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Interconnected transport services are a

pIominent example of an intriguing class of market structure _

denoted complemental:Y monopoly - that has not been previously

examined .. 2 Unlike pure monopoly, monopolists who sell

complementary products are not isolated from each other, yet

unlike ologipolists who sell substitute products their interests

are in (partial) harmony. Pure complementary monopoly prevails

1. The source of the subsidy should be determined in the light
of the objectives of ;;>ublic policy" For example, under a
benefit related taxation scheme, a property tax might be
levied on land in the proximity of the transi t facilities.
FOl: a discussion of the financial aspects of urban transit
see, among others Vickrey (1963).

2. A more general analysis is given in Gannon (1975) .
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when the monopolists serve only their joint mar'ket. Such joint

markets are associated with goods and services that are always

complements to each other, which for the present case of

interconnected transport services involved "through traffic"

only, separate ownership and independent control in pure

complementary monopoly is less efficient than common or single

ownership whenever the firms expect less than "matching" price

change reactions from each other'. Thus, ceteris paribus, merger

between two separate complementary monopolists should be given

consideration. However, if public intervention is extended to

break-even price regulation then single ownership has no

(welfare) advantage over (or indeed economic distinction from)

separate ownership.

The presence of an exclusive market for each

monopolist's product, in addition to their joint market - a

pervasive form of market organization in transport systems 

modifies the structure of pure complementary monopoly in

several important ways. Fundamentally, each monopolist may

be able to introduce third-degree p:dce discrimination between

his exclusive market and his participation in the joint market ..

The properties of such price discrimination differ substantially

from price discrimination in pure monopoly. Most notably, the

feasibility and extent of third degree price discrimination in

complementary monopoly depends not simply on the relative price

elasticities of each monopolist's sub-market but also on the

relative mar'ginal costs of the monopolists. Where a subS"tantial

divergence exists between the monopolists I marginal (short-run)

costs (a-sis often the case in transportation systems where a

new capital intensive facility interconnects with an Older labor

intensive facility), there is a high probability that price

discrimination will only be sought by the monopolist who

experiences the higher marginal costs. This raises the whole

question and strategy (not addressed here) of policies designed

to change relative marginal costs (such as technological

improvements) and policies directed towar'd influencing sub

market price elasticities (such as those aimed at service
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quality, comfort, ease of transfer and automobile parking).

Quite plausibly, there is also a higher profit

incentive and a welfare gain justification for merger and

single ownership even when exclusive markets exist.. However,

although single versus separate ownership is not a regulatory

consideration in pure complementary monopoly, this is not so

when exclusive markets are present. If average cost pricing

is imposed on (mixed) complementary monopoly by public

regulation, then the single ownership form of market organiz

ation allows a socially more desirable set of prices to be

established than would be feasible with separate ownership.

Finally, while it is true that complementary

monopolists are not in direct conflict, neither are they

typically in perfect harmony. Whether or not exclusive

markets are available to the monopolists, each monopolist

bases his pricing policy for the joint market on his own

marginal costs and his expectations of what price level and

price reaction his companion monopolist will adopt. With

regard to the price level set by his companion, each monopolist

uses these prices to estimate a "nett" (to him) demand

schedule for the joint market.. In as much as these prices

always exceed the marginal cost of the monopolist wi th whom

each is associated, the full marginal cost of serving the

joint market is overestimated by both monopolists. This

fosters the supply of a lower level of service (or '1 uantity

of prod.uct) relative to that le ',re1 of service that will yield

maximum (joint) profits. This myopic self interest is

successfully eliminated by common or single ownership. With

regard to the problem of having to assign a rate of price

response to his companion monopolist's service, each monopolist

has a wide range of choice. Since the monopolists sell

complementary products, it is plausible for each to assume
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that the other will not "over" react to any price change he

makes himself~ However, since the monopolists typically seek

a different combined price for their joint market, it is possible

that they might employ more sophisticated pricing strategies in

their joint market. If either firm (or both) tries to "outguess"

the other firm's reactions to its pricing policies then the

price equilib:r'i um outcome is not at all obvious. The situation

is, in structure, essentially a two-person, non-zero sum game,

the equilibrium outcome of which (assuming one exists) depends

on the bargaining abilities of the two firws, among many other

factors. Should price instability arise, it is highly likely

that a tacit or overt ~greement will eventually be reached by

the roonopolists and either a negotiated oombined price level

1. An interesting consequence of this for Cournot behaviour
is that if the complementary monopoly market extended to
include a total of n firms, then the equilibrium combined
price for their joint market becomes n

, .1 c./(l- n/E:} where
c. is the marginal cost of the ith ftrih aft:d E: is the price
elasticity of their joint mar'ket. Note that firms will
regard this price level as viable only if E: > n. This is
hardly an assumption that would be maintained indefinitely
in the light of the fact that the joint market is viable to
a single monopolist if € > 1 (fixed gosts aside) and
moreover it assumes constant price elasticities. Thus
separate ownership and cornplementa:ry monopoly is only likely
to persist when the number of complementa:ry monopolists is
small and/or there are substantial diseconomies of single
ownership.
Of course, it was assumed that the cost of providing the
services is the same under separate or common ownership.
Thus, fo:r example, there are no economies of reorganization ..
The analysis could quite easily be extended to incorporate
such cost changes. In this regard the discussions of Koo
(1970) and Shepherd(1972) suggest the kinds of modifications
that war'rant consideration. Notwithstanding, the problem
of allocative vs. X-Efficiency, would be subsumed, not
resolved.
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